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Additionally, an innovative feature in 5 allows you to start, stop and rewind your reading or listening
experience. MAC/PC Study Bible Version 5 saves your place in the Bible (or other eBook) whenever
you quit the Bible. After you return to the Bible, you can resume where you left off. With MAC/PC

Study Bible Version 5, you can preview biblical passages with our unique verse by verse display of
character information. MAC/PC Study Bible Version 5 provides the ability to incorporate your own

notes. Our Notes feature utilizes biblesoft's innovative Multiple Charts to allow you to create tabs for
each thought or comment that needs to be addressed. You can also create a separate note for each
verse you review. If it were not for the power of the web, MAC/PC Study Bible Version 5 could not be
accomplished. During the construction of this Bible, our intention was to create a Bible that was so

easy to use that you can read it, study it, and assimilate it, using your computer in your study
without that overhead. This goal was achieved. All of the user friendly features of MAC/PC Study

Bible Version 5 are compacted into a small package. In fact, MAC/PC Study Bible Version 5 is only
6.75MB, smaller than the usual MAC/PC Study Bible (Mac/PC User Version) of 8.75MB. That is

because MAC/PC Study Bible Version 5 is designed to use less storage space on your hard drive.
Cyberstudy MAC/PC Study Bible Version 5's multi-functional study tool offers a unique and enjoyable
environment to study the Bible with a number of innovative features. The Bible with notes and cross
references can be read and studied on a Mac desktop computer as well as a PC. MAC/PC Study Bible
Version 5 is the first program that features a unique and interactive Cyberstudy MAC/PC Study Bible

on Mac and Windows. MAC/PC Study Bible Version 5 also provides several innovative features
including verse-by-verse cross-references, hot-keys, and a built-in word search.
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and your collection is yours to
keep! you can download your

books into a folder on your
desktop or laptop computer and
take them with you anywhere
you go. you can continue to

make changes and add to your
collection of books at any time.
you can have multiple folders

(one for each language) to help
keep your collection organized.
biblesoft software will ensure

that you never loose the notes
for any book. your books are

also free of charge and you can
continue to purchase books
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through the biblesoft bookstore
at any time. once you have

made your purchase, you can
download your book in your

preferred format by clicking on
the button that says

“download”. you may download
into your portable storage

device or onto your desktop,
laptop, tablet, or smartphone.

biblesoft software will
automatically manage your

books. you can download any
book you have purchased into

any format you prefer. you may
also download the tools that
come with your book if you

wish. once you have your bible
software, you may use it by
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clicking on the icon on your
desktop and choosing how you
want to search. you may search
through your bible or pc study

bible books, bible categories, or
the concordance. mac/pc study
bible also includes a feature to
automatically create a study

plan for you. in this mode, you
may choose your topics, word
studies, or units of study and
biblesoft will automatically

create your study plan. it will
even suggest a scripture

reference to begin your study.
this study plan can then be

saved as a bookmark for later
use. the new biblesoft programs
are also fully customizable and
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allow you to change the settings
to meet your needs. the

settings include: home/study
bible titles, dictionaries,

translations, themes, your
personal information, and more.

if you have the right to make
changes, you can change any of

the settings and biblesoft will
immediately update your

settings as well as any
preferences that you have
made. when you save your

preferences, you will be able to
access your settings and

preferences at any time from
anywhere, which can be

extremely helpful. 5ec8ef588b
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